SURVEY NARRATIVE TO COMPLY WITH PARAGRAPH 209.250 OREGON REVISED STATUTES

SURVEY FOR: Burton Chambers
Route 2
Lakeview, Oregon 97630

LOCATION: Located in the S1/2 SE1/4 NW1/4 Section 15, T.38S. R.20E.W.M.,
Lake County, Oregon.

PURPOSE: To locate the improvements on the aforementioned parcel of land.


PROCEDURE: Monuments were located and property lines retraced as per
Record of Survey #4208. Improvements on or adjacent to
property lines were then tied in.

Instruments used were a Jena one-second theodolite, Mac
I-H Electronic Distance Measuring Device and a 100’
steel tape.

Bearings based on record survey #4208

May 21, 1984.

FILED
IN THE OFFICE OF THE
LAKE COUNTY SURVEYOR
THIS 21ST DAY OF MAY 1984

[Signature]
COUNTY SURVEYOR